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Poor Pews 

I. Introduction: 

A.  The story is told about the man who was just outside 
of Memphis: He was out in the country / & He saw these two boys 
(& They were being attacked by some wild-dogs)...  So, he jumped out of his 
car / Ran out / Grabbed the dogs up off the boys➞ & Killed them / & 
Saved those boys lives...  Now, the editor of this little country paper 
just happened to be driving by➞ & Witnessed the whole thing... & He 
jumped out of his pickup➞ (& said) “You’re a hero!... & Tomorrow my 
headlines is going to read➞ “Memphis man saves boys from wild-
dogs”...  (& the guys says) “Well, truth is, I’m not from Memphis”...  (The 
editor said) “That’s alright....It’ll read, “Tennessee man saves boys from 
wild-dogs”...  (& the guys says) “Well, be honest with you➞ I’m not from 
Tennessee....I’m from Boston”...  So, the next day the headlines 
reads➞ “Yankee Kills Family Pet”... 

B.  We all know that prejudice & discrimination can be 
found in about all walks of life:  & Now James is going to face 
us with this problem→ As it finds its way into the church…  & As we 
have come to expect from James→  He isn’t concerned with Political 
Correctness…  What he is concerned about→  Is that Believers are 
genuine…  You See, if we want to be called “Christians”:  Then our 
lives need to display the effects of that belief--   (To James) Mere 
profession of faith isn’t enough to claim membership / 
Faith is about the Transformation of the inner life→  & Inner life is to 
be Taken to the Streets…   

II.  So pick up with me at the beginning of James 2:1f… 

My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, don't 
show favoritism. Suppose a man comes into your meeting wearing a 
gold ring and fine clothes, and a poor man in shabby clothes also 
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comes in. If you show special attention to the man wearing fine 
clothes and say, "Here's a good seat for you," but say to the poor 
man, "You stand there" or "Sit on the floor by my feet," have you 
not discriminated among yourselves and become judges with evil 
thoughts? Listen, my dear brothers: Has not God chosen those who 
are poor in the eyes of the world to be rich in faith and to inherit 
the kingdom he promised those who love him? But you have insulted 
the poor. Is it not the rich who are exploiting you? Are they not 
the ones who are dragging you into court? Are they not the ones 
who are slandering the noble name of him to whom you belong? 

A.  Now to fully understand where James was coming from:  It’s 
important to understand the world he lived in…  1st In the Roman 
Empire, only about 8% of the population had any wealth / Only 2% 
were in the process of gaining wealth / & the remaining 90% lived at or 
below the Poverty line…  Now, as you can see, the social & economic 
pyramid was incredibly steep--   In other words, there was virtually no 
middle class /  & Social climbing was virtually impossible (Rigid social 
structure)  / & Everyone was suppose to know their place…  & 2nd  B/
C all but the wealthy made their own clothes at home→  One of the 
clearest markers of status was attire…  & 3rd Unlike our culture, 
wealth did not guarantee social status…  In that day if you wanted to 
be recognized→  You had to pay for it…  In other words, if you spent 
your money on public work projects like buildings / & roads / & 
Political Campaigns→  Then extravagant public display of flattery 
were lavished on you…  & This pursuit of  glory & honor was very 
competitive--   B/C there were few actual position of Authority→  & 
An insatiable thirst for the sense of power…  Even in Judaism it was 
customary at Synagogues to give the seats of honor (which were the seats 
nearest to the Sacred Scrolls)→ To those who “earned” them…  At first it 
started out (innocent enough) as simply a show of respect for leaders→  
But ultimately it turned into a system of status & power…  & So (you 
see) it was this prevailing social norm that had made its way into the 
church→  & some of the Christians were blissfully unaware / While 
others (perhaps) saw the problem→  But didn’t think it was that big a 
deal (you know, “That’s just the way it is” / “That just how we were raised”)…  But 
James thinks there’s more to this than first meets the eye 
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B.  & what James has to say to us here is very simple & 
straightforward:  (& i.e.)  Spirituality & Partiality are 
irreconcilable…  Now what does James mean when he uses the 
word “Favoritism”?--   Well, it’s the sin of judging differences in 
people→  That make no difference to God…  Of course, there are all 
sorts of social markers that we use today in this way→  (such as) Race / 
Gender / Age / & Economic & Social status…  Now, understand that 
James doesn’t criticize the wealthy visitor for being rich→  But he 
scolds the church for showing preferential treatment b/c he was rich…  
& James uses very strong language here:  (when he says)  “When you 
show favoritism like this→ You become judges with evil thoughts”...  
So, no matter what you call it (Favoritism / Discrimination / Bigotry / 
Prejudice / Partiality)→  It’s evil b/c it doesn’t reflect the heart of 
God…  You Know, the word “Favoritism” is used several times in 
the NT:  & Every time it’s used (except for here in this text)→  It’s used to 
define the character of God--   (i.e.)  We’re told over & over again that 
(Whether in the context of a Master toward his slaves / or a Jew toward a Gentile)→  
God does not show favoritism…  & So, (you see) in The First 
Century: The Church was the only place where the distinctions of 
Race/Class/& Gender→  Didn’t determine the value of a person…   
In Fact, it was the only social setting where you could find a 
situation--   Where a master could sit besides his slaves as equals→ & 
the slave might actually be the spiritual leader…  Remember what 
Paul tells the Galatians?--  Gal.3:26f... 

You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus, for all of 
you who were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with 
Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor 
female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus. 

You See, from the very moment you are joined to Jesus→  You’re 
called to commit yourself to this Radical Equality 

III.   Now the Question is--   Why is it so important that 
the church reflect such a Radical Equality?:   
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A. #1  B/C Jesus died for the Poor:  In a social system 
that gave the poor very little→  Jesus offered them Good News…  But 
when the church shows this kind of favoritism→  It gives people the 
wrong idea about Jesus…  We’ve got to remember that Jesus’ whole 
mission→ Was to bind us together with God & eachother…  To put it 
bluntly→  Favoritism denies the Cross…  Listen to Paul as he 
faces what was the clearest example of racism in the 1st Century--  
Eph.2 

The Messiah has made things up between us so that we're now 
together on this, both non-Jewish outsiders and Jewish insiders. 
He tore down the wall we used to keep each other at a distance… 
Instead of continuing with two groups of people separated by 
centuries of animosity and suspicion, he created a new kind of 
human being, a fresh start for everybody. Christ brought us 
together through his death on the cross. The Cross got us to 
embrace, and that was the end of the hostility. Christ came and 
preached peace to you outsiders and peace to us insiders. He 
treated us as equals, and so made us equals. Through him we both 
share the same Spirit and have equal access to the Father. 

& So, do you hear what James is saying to us here?:  E. Stanley 
Jones (well-known missionary to India) tells of an event where a Brahman 
(a person from the upper caste) attended an evangelistic meeting→ Where 
Christians glowingly described how Christ had saved them…    
& During this meeting this Brahman felt compelled to stand up (& say): 
"You people say you are saved….Well, so am I….As Christ has saved 
you→ So Krishna has saved me"…  (At that the missionary replied) "I’m 
very glad to hear that you are saved….Now we’re going down to the 
outcaste quarters→  & We’re going to see what we can do for these 
poor people….We will sit on their beds & in their houses→  & We’ll 
share their lives to help them….Will you join us?"…  (At that, the Brahman 
thought a moment & then said) "Well, I am saved→ But I am not saved that 
far”…  Now James is asking us a hard question here:  How far have 
you been saved?...  B/C with everyone who walks through our doors→  
We can know two things about them--   If that person has faith in 
Jesus→  Then Christ lives in Him / If not, Then Christ died for him…  
So either way, no matter who we encounter→  We’re suppose to love 
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them…  On one occasion, Jesus noticed how people jostled for the 
places of honor at social events→  & He made this observation in Lk.
14:7f 

But when you are invited, take the lowest place, so that when your 
host comes, he will say to you, 'Friend, move up to a better 
place.' Then you will be honored in the presence of all your fellow 
guests. 

Later, Jesus would warn us about the danger of misreading outward 
appearances in Matt.25:35 (when He said) 

For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty 
and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you 
invited me in. 

The point here is this: That Favoritism isn’t just a matter of 
mistreating people / Or breaking some standard of conduct→  But (in 
fact) treating Jesus Himself as though He has little value…  Think 
about it:  As we gather for worship→  We ought to be conscious that 
Jesus (too) is Present in our midst…  & Can’t we assume that Jesus 
follows His own advice?--   (i.e.)  When Jesus meets with us→  He 
doesn’t assume the place of honor (by jostling for our attention)…  But 
rather, Jesus actually takes the place of humility among us→  & Waits 
to be recognized by us as Lord…  & So, when we neglect (ignore) the 
poor in our midst→  We also ignore Jesus   

B.  #2  B/C Jesus died for the Wealthy:  (i.e.)  We’re 
all saved by Grace…  & So, we must understand that we have an 
obligation→ To reveal this to the world around us…  The world 
operates by one fundamental principle→  (& i.e.) The Undeserving are 
exactly that--  Undeserving…  Of course, there’s an assumption 
here: (& i.e.)  The rich are rich & the poor are poor→  B/C they deserve 
it…  But where did we learn that wealth & poverty→  Are only to be 
attributed to whether or not a person has Character?…   & So, When 
we judge people by the same standards→ That the world 
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judges people by--  We have abandoned our 
responsibility to be heralds of God’s Grace (But there’s a different 
principle by which Heaven operates)…  & James tells us point blank: That 
One of the ways we impress God’s Grace upon people→  Is by the way 
we treat those who are poor…  (James asks the rhetorical question) Has not 
God chosen those who are poor in the eyes of the world to be rich 
in faith and to inherit the kingdom?…  James is simply making an 
Observation here→  & he is expecting us to agree…  God doesn’t 
simply Settle for the poor→ God Chooses the poor…  Now, James 
isn’t suggesting that the poor automatically go to Heaven→ While the 
rich go to Hell…  Nor is he suggesting that there is special merit in 
poverty…  B/C (after all) while the Rich may often struggle with Pride & 
being Self-reliant→  The Poor struggle with Victimization & 
Bitterness…  But what James is saying:  Is that being poor in spirit 
(which is fundamentally important to defining our relationship with God)→  Most 
often germinates in those who are poor in material wealth / That the 
poor are more aware of their powerlessness→ & Thus, they’re more 
open to acknowledging their need for Jesus…  Remember what Paul 
told the Corinthians?--  I Cor:1:26f   

Brothers, think of what you were when you were called. Not many 
of you were wise by human standards; not many were influential; 
not many were of noble birth. But God chose the foolish things of 
the world to shame the wise; God chose the weak things of the 
world to shame the strong. He chose the lowly things of this world 
and the despised things—and the things that are not—to nullify the 
things that are, (Now here’s the reason God chooses the poor) so that no 
one may boast before him. 

God chooses the poor b/c the poor don’t boast:  Now again, God 
isn’t biased against those who are wealthy…  & So, the Christian 
answer is not Reverse-Discrimination--   Whether we have Plenty or 
Poverty→  God is Passionate about each one of us…  But what we’re 
reminded of here:  Is that most of us here are going to be saved by the 
letter “M” (B/C by the global standards→  All of us here are wealthy)…  (& you ask)  
How is it that we’re going to be saved by the letter “M”?--   (Well, Paul 
didn’t  says here that) “God didn’t call ANY” of those with wealth & 
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status→  (he said) “God didn’t call MANY”…  So the letter “M” is going 
to save us…   

& then as a parenthetical:  James asks a series of questions→  (saying)  
“By the way, just stop & think about this for a moment--  What is your 
experience as you observe life around you?....Who (after all) is giving us 
Christians most of the trouble anyway?--   It’s not the poor who are 
legally persecuting you / It’s not the poor who are hassling you”…  
Look at our own world:  It’s not the poor that are trying to kick God 
out of our society  (Removing the 10 Commandments from public buildings / & the 
name of God from our coins & pledge)--   Why, it’s the Secular Elite who are 
championing those causes→  While it’s the poor who are more likely 
to embrace God (B/C they know that they need God)…  So, the twisted irony 
that faces all of us is this:   Why are we Aping our culture by favoring 
the rich→  When they’re the very class of people who seek to harm the 
church? 

C.  #3  B/C Jesus died to invoke the Royal Law:  
Now Listen to the remainder of our text as we pick up in James 2:8f 

If you really keep the royal law found in Scripture, "Love your 
neighbor as yourself," you are doing right. But if you show 
favoritism, you sin and are convicted by the law as lawbreakers. 
For whoever keeps the whole law and yet stumbles at just one 
point is guilty of breaking all of it. For he who said, "Do not 
commit adultery," also said, "Do not murder." If you do not 
commit adultery but do commit murder, you have become a 
lawbreaker. Speak and act as those who are going to be judged by 
the law that gives freedom, because judgment without mercy will 
be shown to anyone who has not been merciful. Mercy triumphs 
over judgment! 

You See, we’re vulnerable to thinking that the issues of Bigotry & 
Prejudice are really No Big Deal--  & We end up Trivializing what God 
really wants from us…  & So, James reminds us that God sees our 
response to His expectations Holistically--  (i.e.) When we don’t 
love all people (rich & poor alike)→  We invalidate all our 
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attempts of following God’s standards…  Now, James isn’t 
trying here to create a pecking order for greater or lesser sins→   But 
he’s trying to point out the overall effect of any sin in our relationship 
with God…  Let me illustrate it this way:  It would be like someone 
throwing a stone at a Pane of Glass--   & When the glass shattered--   
(you wouldn’t say)  “Oh, he broke part of the window”→  (No, you would say)  
“Oh, he broke the window”…  & So (in other words) you don’t break 
God’s law a little bit…  Specifically here:  James is telling us→ That 
Love it Total--   & So, we Christians can’t go around selectively 
choosing who we consider to be our “Neighbor”--  We’re to treat all 
people (rich & poor)→  As we would want to be treated ourselves…  (Like 
the apostle Paul said)  The entire law is summed up in a single command: 
"Love your neighbor as yourself…  & So, (again) Yes, it’s a Big Deal! 

& Then James ends by saying this→  “Mercy triumphs over 
judgment”:  How we welcome others→  Evidences the welcome you 
can expect from God…  Now, James isn’t suggesting here that acting 
merciful→  Obligates God b/c it possesses purchasing power for 
redemption…  But what James is saying here:  Is that Mercy 
demonstrates that we understand (that we Affirm)→ What Jesus has done 
for us…  After all, Jesus wasn’t selective about whose sins He would 
pay for→ When He went to the Cross…  The world is looking for 
evidence that God is Merciful:  But how can we give any evidence 
that our hearts have been a miracle work of the Grace of God--   
When we will not extend to others the kind of acceptance that we don’t 
deserve→  But nonetheless ask God to extend to us?...  You See, & it’s 
that relationship that vindicates us / & It’s that kind of love that get’s 
the world’s attention


